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Irving Wolf b. 10/10/1915 b. Chust (or Khust), Czechoslovakia, youngest of 5 brothers, 1 sister; 
"normal childhood" before war; father (teacher) mother (owned bakery, assisted feeding 
others); public school/cheder after school; attended 2 yrs. yeshivah, "fed at different house 
each day"; (1937) joined Hungarian Army (6 wks), transfer to Austria; Hungary invades Chust 
(starvation, antisemitism, Jewish law); (1941) Irving, being Jewish soldier, removed from Army, 
given yellow star; (1942) jailed (bribery 14 mo.); transferred to a nearby labor battalion, where 
he was  tortured, starved, “worse than Auschwitz, waken 3AM to do push-ups”; freed, family 
outside but not allowed to talk to them; taken to detention camp (lice), escaped, hid in empty 
grave; returned home, resumed business collecting scrap metal; Irving didn’t sign up for ghetto; 
aware of camps, tried warning family; interviewer jumps to Auschwitz but Irving says, "There 
were other stories to tell before Auschwitz." (Please reference Irving's other USHMM interview: 
RG-50.031.0080); family forced on cattle car (stripped of valuables); seeing woman beaten then 
shot, SS ordered Irving to warn others in cattle cars of what he had just witnessed; mother told 
Irving to escape; captured (with Gentile papers), SS advised prioritizing job request when he 
arrives to Auschwitz, returned to family on cattle car; day/half transport to Birkenau (no one 
died in Irving’s car); arrival Birkenau, Irving “went to right - Mengele was there, mother & father 
went to left, sister, limping from train ride, she was taken”; Irving solicited work as bike 
mechanic, assigned aircraft pistons; Irving sickly, selected by Mengele, another SS (fond of 
Irving) saved him; Auschwitz’s stench from “thousands”-SS mocking prisoner wanting food, 
“You smell that? You want to eat your father?”; 8-10 day cattle car transfer (no supplies); arrival 
to Mauthausen; those who couldn’t walk from train, put on truck, “poured cold water on them 
to freeze them to death”; “There was a ‘starvation hospital’ where they had you starve to death 
- saw tens of thousands of bodies, stacked 10-15 feet high. They poured chloride on them, 
bulldozed them, none had been shot, all came from the hospital.”; during American liberation, 
“Blood was flowing in the streets”; Irving crawled on stomach; Russian soldiers forcing 
themselves on women; discussion on Mauthausen’s Russian POW’s, Hungarian Jews block, 
Polish block; taken to Linz hospital; traveled to Budapest, Prague; immigration to Chicago; 
found brother (also survivor Auschwitz); Irving returns to discussing Chust ghetto/sustaining 
family's life under guise (as described by Irving "goys"); doubt in the existence of God until 
person asked Irving, "Is your problem solved?"; Irving returns to discussing Chust shortly after 
German occupation, includes the Judenrat, also inviting German soldiers into home to sleep, to 
solicit cooperation; Irving closes with the importance of not hating other religions; encourages 
Jewish faith "to stay organized," says many among the ones that survived was "because they 
were organized." 
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